The recent advance in distributed data management techniques are growing, today the world need databases to be able to store and process big data effectively, demand for very high-performance when reading and writing, these effects especially in large scale and high concurrency applications, such as search engines hence the traditional database limits itself for such complex requirements, therefore various types of non-relational databases that are commonly referred to as NoSQL databases which is abbreviation of " Not only structured query language". Their primary advantage which is worth emphasizing is that, unlike relational databases, they handle unstructured data. NoSql is the solution for use cases where ACID is not the major concern and uses BASE instead which works up on eventual consistency. Here introducing Coherence which is a technology developed by oracle which works on NoSQL Principles.
INTRODUCTION
While considering the current scenarios and the recent advances in cloud computing there are various outlooks where the traditional relational database limits itself considering the following aspects:
Big Data Storage: Large application like search engines require enormous amount of data to be stored and respond well with millions of data traffic.
Speed and Scalability:
As the number of concurrent request increases there should be provision for easy expansion and up gradation.
Highly available and fault tolerant:
The system should be available any ways and there shouldn't be single point of failure, it should provide fast data backup and recovery.
In other words there is requirement of applications which are highly scalable and can be manipulated according to ones needs and requirements. Therefore as day by day many applications have raised where the traditional database limits itself and there is a need for some reincarnation NoSQL databases have proved to be a solution, Internet is yet another example for the big data storage as it is the biggest database of the world hence for these unstructured data [6] , a solution which bless the users by a wish by which they could design a database of their own according to their requirements, NoSQL are called so because they don't work on the traditional SQL protocols [8] , Introducing Coherence which is a technology developed by oracle which works on NoSQL principles and make use of data partitioning in a very refined way that makes data scaling a child's play, it not only help in data partitioning but is fault tolerant and avoids single point of failure.
DATA BOTTLENECK
Traditional RDBMS encounters a very predominant problem of data bottlenecking which arises when there is large number of concurrent requests for a single application and system fails to respond to all the requests simultaneously. Considering the problem of data bottleneck there are some statistics of the traditional RDBMS that is to be rectified like scaling up the system through database clustering where data is made available at multiple sites thus it could be a solution and bottlenecking could be avoided but only to a certain extend as the replication of data is limited and could again face the same problem with the growing data numbers plus there is an important issue of data synchronization because a change at a single data site would require all the data sites to be updated and hence results into another problem of data distributed locking. To avoid the problem of distributed locking another appropriate solution is to shard the data repository into multiple data storage without replicating whole data like dividing the customer and product database so that both the problem of data bottlenecking and distributed locking is solved but a problem of data synchronization is encountered with such data sharding.
Fig 1. Database Sharding
Traditional RDBMS encounters a database schema which consists of a too many joins and relationships which makes the data storage a complex issue. Set of instructions which are not required for the application are often performed and hence increases the overheads on the system, The system have to
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deal with several tables and apply the possible joins in them which result in data locking and latching also following the strict rules of ACID which stands for Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability further adds up to the complexity that makes scaling of the database a complex task as when database need to be consistent various instructions are taken care of like buffer manager, hand code optimization etc whereas the overall useful work done is considerably low that increases unneeded complexities and overhead.
ACID->BASE
To avoid the un-needed complexities caused by the strict semantics of ACID NoSQL works on BASE [1] .
The acronym BASE stands for
Hence the focus is on the eventual consistency that means while working the system is not obliged to maintain consistency at each state rather the belief is on making the system consistent at the end of any process means the readers will see writes as time goes on and then in a steady state the system will eventually return the last value which was written Clients therefore may face an inconsistent state of data as updates are in progress. 
NOSQL ARCHITECTURE
NoSql architecture basically tries to achieve the shared nothing architecture, the term shared nothing means that when the data repository is being sharded the clusters should not be dependent on each other for any kind of updates any change inside any cluster should not affect the others.
To achieve this kind of architecture an extra scalable state is introduced which lies in the application layer and data is stored inside the memory RAM which is much more quick as compared to the disk, or it can be said that this is the caching layer which can be scaled out easily and also as data is stored In-Memory time is not wasted in the disk access.
• Ideally, this new layer should have the following characteristics: It should manage data as objects, because objects are what the application needs.
• It should keep these objects in memory, in order to improve performance and avoid the disk I/O bottlenecks that plague databases.
• It should be able to transparently load missing data from the persistent store behind it.
• It should be able to propagate data modifications to the persistent store, possibly asynchronously.
• It should be as simple to scale out as the stateless application layer.
Fig 2.Shared nothing architecture
But the major problem with the In-memory data storage is that it is fragile and data could be lost. Therefore it is important to propagate the data modifications to the persistent store, possibly asynchronously, data is stored in the persistent data store asynchronously because the access to the disk takes time so the read write request of the user are entertained by the data stored in memory so that that the request are responded at high speed and then the data is stored inside the disk so that it won't be lost if any miss happening occurs.
INTRODUCING COHERENCE
Coherence is the product of Oracle used in various banking multinationals, it can be thought as a cache, as it is designed for but it subsequently offers much functionality as query functionality, indexing etc. Coherence works on the same NoSql architectures were the clusters work as a cache which is called the Nodes and behind there is a persistent data store attached is the data is stored possible asynchronously.
Fig 3.Coherence Architecture
There are three distinct layers in its architecture [10] ; client, cluster, persistence data store, the cluster is sandwiched between the two layers of client and the persistent data source. The persistence data source is basically used for the data writes, it does not contributes to the data retrieval for that purpose the cluster in the centre is used which is usually prepopulated by the persistence data source.
Feature of Coherence
The three main features of Coherence is
Coherence is fast as it stores all the data solely in memory and therefore the disk access is not required which basically takes time and hampers the speed of the system [11] . Secondly the objects are always held in serialized form which allows coherence to skip the serialization step that cut down the extra load. Writes to the database are usually performed asynchronously, asynchronous persistence data store is important so that Coherence does not have to wait for disk access on a potential bottleneck source of data, It crafts the queries to run in parallel so that it can engages the entire hardware cluster simultaneously.
Coherence is Scalable because in RDBMS scaling is done through database clustering but with database clustering an obvious problem of distributed data locking is prevalent but with coherence these distributed locking problems are handled quite efficiently as all data is stored as key value pairs in small data clusters known as data nodes these nodes are quite flexible and can be increased and decreased easily [11] , According to the requirement the nodes are scaled the performance of coherence is comparatively better then RDBMS scaling.
Fig 4.Scalability performance
Coherence is fault tolerant as well as highly available because with this product loss of single machine would not have significant impact on the operation of cluster [11] . Its resilience lies in the back up structure as loss of single node will result in failover to a backup copy held some were else in the cluster and all the operations which were going on will resume elsewhere in the cluster. It is the most powerful feature of the product plus it also detects node loss and effectively deal with it by adding of new nodes whenever the system require. Coherence says the more machines, the faster the failover will be.
Fig 5.Failover and Backup
Coherence detects the Node which has died and redistributes the data among the remaining nodes. Cluster of nodes holding primary data locally the Back-up of primary data is distributed across all other nodes and hence a logical view can be obtained of all data from any node. All nodes verify health of each other by sending alert messages, In the event if a node is unhealthy, other nodes diagnose state of the unhealthy node as if for a long time if no messages are heard from a single node and a number of such alert messages are encountered the cluster term it as unhealthy. Unhealthy node is isolated from the cluster, and Remaining nodes redistribute primary and back-up responsibilities to all other healthy nodes. The distribution is completely fair and transparent.
CONCLUSIONS
Traditional database architectures have proved to be inappropriate for many use cases because in current scenario Speed and scalability are need of an hour. Therefore nowadays applications are shifting towards In-Memory data storage which could boost the data access and the system could look forward for databases which could work according to the use cases and NoSql is the solution for use cases where ACID is not the major concern. In this regard a very fine product of oracle that is Coherence provides us with three basic enterprise functionalities i.e. speed, scalability and fault tolerance. It has no single points of failure, it automatically and transparently fails over and redistributes its clustered data management services when a server becomes inoperative or is disconnected from the network. It Transparently redistribute the cluster load, Coherence runs on the java platform and is an example of NoSQL databases , It does however support an object based query language which is not dissimilar to SQL It is designed for very fast data access via lookups based on simple attributes, but have limitations of its own that when complexity increases and data needs to be centralized then coherence limits itself as data partitioning becomes difficult It is not suited for complex data operations or long transactions.
The combination of relational databases and NoSQL will bring a big change in data storage and by the popularity gained by NoSQL databases it seems as if after ten years may be the traditional database would get eradicated and NoSQL would take up its position.
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